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Regime of the discipline 
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The objectives of the discipline (course and practice) 

 

The course aims to provide students with notions about the vital manifestations that 

characterize morphologically, biochemically and physiologically the vegetal universe, to 

understand the particularities of the most important physiological processes of plants: growth, 

development, respiration, movement and adaptability and to perceive the way the external 

environment may influence the vital manifestations of plants. 

During practical works students are intended to acquire practical skills for the 

experimental demonstration of the main vital manifestations of the vegetal organism, to create 

the frame for teamwork and to provide an informational education in plant physiology. 

Content (syllabus) 

Course (chapters / subchapters) 

The transformation, the circulation and the deposition of organic substances in the plant: 

the synthesis and the transformation of organic substances in plants; the circulation of organic 

substances in plants; the deposition of organic substances in plants. 

Plant respiration: definition and importance; methods for determining the aerobic respiration; 

respiratory quotient; the physiological mechanism of respiration; types of fermentation and the 

mechanism of anaerobic respiration  

Plant growth: cell growth stages; growth mechanism; methods of measuring growth; growth 

regulating substances; correlations, apical dominance, regeneration and polarity; growth 

movements of plants (tropism and nastic). 

Plant development: the characteristics of the development cycle; determinism flowering 

stages; the influence of external factors on flowering; the influence of the internal factors on 

flowering; flowering itself; the fructification physiology  



The physiology of resistance to unfavorable factors: resistance to frost and winter; droughts 

and heat resistance; resistance to soil salinity; resistance to infectious diseases; resistance to a 

polluted environment 

 

Practical works 

The transformation and circulation of organic substances in plant: the identification and 

transformation of carbohydrates; the identification and transformation of lipids; the 

identification and transformation of proteins; the circulation of the organic substances in the 

plant. 

Aerobic respiration and fermentation: qualitative methods of studying the aerobic 

respiration; quantitative methods of studying the aerobic respiration; respiration’s enzymes; 

fermentation. 

Plant growth: growth areas of vegetal organs; methods for measuring the intensity of growth; 

the influence of external factors on growth; phenomena of growth (regeneration, polarity); plant 

movements (tropism and nastic). 

Plant development: vernalization; photoperiodicity; the successive phases of plant 

development. 

Plant resistance to unfavorable abiotic factors: resistance to frost and winter, drought 

resistance, heat resistance. 

Final colloquium for knowledge evaluation 
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Final evaluation 

Type of evaluation Methods of evaluation 
Percentage of the 

final grade 

Examination Written examination 60% 

Assessment of the activity 

during the semester 
Verification tests, oral practice 40% 
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